
August 8, 2001

MEMORANDUM TO: File

FROM: Sam Lee, Sr. Materials Engineer /RA/
Engineering Section
License Renewal and Standardization Branch
Division of Regulatory Improvement Programs
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

SUBJECT: REQUEST NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE (NEI) RELEASE OF
NEI 95-10, REVISION 3, FOR PUBLICATION

The staff planned to make a compact disc (CD) containing the improved license renewal
documents publicly available through the Government Printing Office.  These documents would
include NEI document NEI 95-10, Revision 3.  Enclosed is the e-mail communication with
Mr. Alan Nelson of NEI requesting the release of NEI 95-10, Revision 3.  As a result, NEI
provided an August 2, 2001, letter from Robert W. Bishop  to Christopher I. Grimes of the NRC. 
NEI provided this letter electronically (ADAMS accession number ML012140385) and in hard
copy (ADAMS accession number ML012190143).  We planned to include this NEI release letter
in the CD with the improved license renewal documents.
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cc: PUBLIC (ADAMS)



From: Samson Lee
To: internet: apn@nei.org
Date: 7/31/01 1:17PM
Subject: Request NEI release of NEI 95-10 for publication

Alan:

As discussed, we are in the process of publishing the improved license renewal guidance
documents, including NEI 95-10, Rev. 3, on a CD through the Government Printing Office. 
Because 95-10 is an NEI document, our Publications staff is requesting, quoted from their
e-mail to me: "Yes, we need a statement that we can put with the document on the CD stating
that NEI grants permission for the public to use their information.  It should be written by their
legal staff."  Because we are announcing the public availability of these documents, including a
CD, we would appreciate a quick turnaround from NEI.

Thanks,
Sam

CC: Cig;  Guy Beltz;  ptk;  Sth

Enclosure



From: Samson Lee
To: internet: apn@nei.org
Date: 7/31/01 1:32PM
Subject: Request NEI release of NEI 95-10 for publication-Resend

Alan:

(Message resent to note that the Government Printing Office will sell the CD for profit.)

As discussed, we are in the process of publishing the improved license renewal guidance
documents, including NEI 95-10, Rev. 3, on a CD through the Government Printing Office. 
Because 95-10 is an NEI document, our Publications staff is requesting, quoted from their
e-mail to me: "Yes, we need a statement that we can put with the document on the CD stating
that NEI grants permission for the public to use their information.  It should be written by their
legal staff."  Because we are announcing the public availability of these documents, including a
CD, we would appreciate a quick turnaround from NEI.

Thanks,
Sam

CC: Christopher Grimes;  Guy Beltz;  Pao-Tsin Kuo;  Stephen Hoffman



From: "NELSON, Alan" <apn@nei.org>
To: "'Samson Lee'" <SSL1@nrc.gov>
Date: 7/31/01 4:33PM
Subject: RE: Request NEI release of NEI 95-10 for publication-Resend

I should have a letter for you tomorrow
Alan

----- Original Message-----
From: Samson Lee [mailto:SSL1@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2001 1:33 PM
To: apn@nei.org
Cc: Christopher Grimes; Guy Beltz; Pao-Tsin Kuo; Stephen Hoffman
Subject: Request NEI release of NEI 95-10 for publication-Resend

Alan:

(Message resent to note that the Government Printing Office will sell the CD
for profit.)

As discussed, we are in the process of publishing the improved license
renewal guidance documents, including NEI 95-10, Rev. 3, on a CD through the
Government Printing Office.  Because 95-10 is an NEI document, our
Publications staff is requesting, quoted from their e-mail to me: "Yes, we
need a statement that we can put with the document on the CD stating that
NEI grants permission for the public to use their information.  It should be
written by their legal staff."  Because we are announcing the public
availability of these documents, including a CD, we would appreciate a quick
turnaround from NEI.

Thanks,
Sam



From: "NELSON, Alan" <apn@nei.org>
To: "'Chris Grimes'" <cig@nrc.gov>, "'Sam Lee'" <ssl1@nrc.gov>
Date: 8/2/01 9:06AM
Subject: NEI Publication letter

Attached is an electronic copy of the letter sent to you permitting the NRC
to reproduce and distribute NEI 95-10

 <<NEI 95-10 ltr Grimes (by A.Nelson) 8-2-01.doc>> 

Alan Nelson
Sr. Project Manager
(202) 739 - 8110
apn@nei.org


